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Black Sail Youth Hostel 1933 to present day
Black Sail Hut, Ennerdale Bridge, Cleator, Cumbria CA23 3AYZ
Historic County: Cumberland

YHA Regions: Lakeland, Lakes, North

GR: NY 194123

Black Sail youth hostel started life as a simple shepherd’s bothy. Little is known of its origins or use before its hostel
days, save that it served the Lowther Estates. Ownership passed to the Forestry Commission, from whom the hostel
was leased. It was opened on the morning of Good Friday, 14th April 1933, by Mrs Wakefield, of the YHA
Lakeland Region Executive Committee (and of Keswick YWCA), and immediately afterwards provided the
rendezvous of a rally by the West Cumberland Ramblers’ Federation. It was a busy three days for the YHA
Executive, as Keswick hostel was opened on 12th April and Cockermouth on the 13th, a remarkable trio of youth
hostels that each recently celebrated 80 years’ use.
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Opening day at Black Sail Pass, 14th April 1933. 1: YHA General Secretary Jack Catchpool addresses a crowd of well-wishers;
2: attentive onlookers. Perhaps some had heard the same speech at Keswick and Cockermouth (YHA Archive)
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Pioneering days at Black Sail. 1: constructing a bed from a kit of parts – the mattress was a simple canvas between stretchers;
2: before the reversed position of the left-hand door and window; 3-5: outdoor chores; 6: ‘Common Room Idyll, June Sunshine’;
7: warden Harry Pollard; 8: more chores (from an anonymous album of 1933 photographs, YHA Archive)
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Professor GM Trevelyan gave a generous donation for the hut to be adapted for use as a hostel. It is not known
whether this fund allowed for the building of the simple timber annexe to the rear that served as a basic warden’s
kitchen until the early fifties: postcard and memo evidence suggests that this extension may have been built a year or
two after 1933, implying that at first all cooking and domestic chores would have to take place within the common
room, or whenever possible outside. 1930s images show that the position of the door and window of the men’s
dormitory was soon reversed, possibly because the original door was so low.
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The early Black Sail youth hostel. 1: in its simplest state, with no rear kitchen annexe, about 1933; 2: with the additional
simple kitchen lean-to and Elsan huts, some time between 1935 and 1954 – Abraham postcards (author’s collection)

An entry for Black Sail Hut made it into the YHA’s Lakeland and North-East Regional Guide of 1933:
Mr Pollard, Black Sail Hut, Gillerthwaite, Ennerdale Bridge, Cumberland. (Men 10, Women 8).
Store: Limited supplies available at Hut. Bathing: River. Bus and Station: None. O.S. Map: 12 & 18.
Next Hostels (Walkers Only): Ennerdale Hall 11 miles, Pardshaw 13, Cockermouth 14, Keswick 12,
Borrowdale 7, Eskdale 10, Coniston 15, Grasmere 14. Open: Easter to 1st October (walkers only).
J Richards commented four decades later on Black Sail’s initial and continuing popularity:
Its incomparable situation ensured the immediate success of the hostel, and only a year later it was
reported that a great number of bookings had of necessity to be declined. The demand for
accommodation at Black Sail has continued unabated for over forty years.
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Unspecified improvements were carried out in 1934, and structural additions (probably the kitchen lean-to) were
made in 1935.

12
1: Warden Jack Maden at the hostel about 1939, and 2: with the trusted white steed, horseman and a gang of hostellers. The
horse and cart was used to fetch supplies from Gillerthwaite (YHA Archive, by permission of Steve Maden)

The floor plan shown below dates from September 1949. With the early rear-extensions there was no separate
provision for a warden, who for many years had to bunk down in the common room. The plan shows a central
common room, two small dormitories, and two rudimentary Elsan toilets framing the kitchen lean-to at the rear.

The hostel operated during each year of the war except for 1944. An YHA circular of 18th March 1941 stressed the
need to keep it from requisition, as it was important to members from South Lancashire and West Yorkshire towns.
Lakeland Region minutes indicate some of the hardships of this period: one warden was in jail, while his
replacement must have found the state of affairs challenging as he wrote a letter of complaint and got the Executive
to agree that a full list of equipment be obtained and that a maximum of £50 be earmarked for improvements.
A 1944 notice reported that repairs to the Black Sail Hut roof had been badly impeded (a Mr Hinde had not yet
started to cart replacement slates to the hostel from nearby Gillerthwaite Hostel) and members were advised to leave
this hostel out of their plans for that summer. Nevertheless, at least one member slept in the hut in 1944, without
permission; YHA tracked down the miscreant and extracted an apology. Wanton damage was done to the property
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during the enforced closed period. The facility was patched up for summer 1945, though only 302 souls stayed in
that year.
By the end of the 1940s Black Sail’s usage had expanded in line with the YHA’s at large. The following Forestry
Commission / YHA joint assessment highlighted the hut’s run-down condition, especially the life-expired state of
the original Kitchen Annexe.

Ennerdale – Black Sail Bothy – Record of Condition 15th September 1949
MAIN BLOCK
The main block is built of local rough cobbles with slated roof.
Walls – the external local rough cobble walls are rough finished but sound and dry.
Roof – the roof is mainly covered with Welsh blue slates. The roof was reconditioned by the YHA in the
summer of 1949. Using the old slates with the exception of one full length course at ridge at rear and approx 36
sq ft at rear East end which have been done in new local green slates. The old Welsh Blue slates are brittle and
approx 12 are already broken, the slates have been given a wash of cement slurry by the YHA. The ridge is rough
but sound. There is no eaves gutter at the rear and the front downspout is broken in the bottom section.
ANNEXE AT REAR
The annexe is a timber constructed lean-to room used as kitchen at the rear of the main block. (The YHA state
this was constructed by them).
Walls – the walls are constructed of vertical timber posts with horizontal weatherboards. The bases of the posts
are rotten and the weatherboarding is in very poor condition, holed in places and almost devoid of paint.
Roof – the two metal windows are sound but need repainting. The T&G boarded and felt covered roof is in very
poor condition. The felt is patched and the boards are rotten at the eaves line and in patches where the wet has
got through the felting. One 6 ft length of eaves gutter is missing.
ELSAN TOILETS
Two Elsan toilets are provided by the YHA, one at the rear West end of the building and one at the rear East end
of the building. The toilets are timber framed with weatherboard walls and felt covered roofs. The floors are
rough concrete – clean and sanitary.
DRAINAGE
The gully near the Common Room entrance door is drained to a soakaway. There is no other form of drainage.
WATER SUPPLY
The water supply is from a small pool in the stream to the North West of the Bothy. The water is conveyed to
the tap in the kitchen by approx 50 yds 1” & ¾” GI pipe laid above ground. The pipe is split at two points and
leaks badly. (The YHA state this supply was fixed by them).
ROOM AT EAST END, MAIN BLOCK
At present used as Women’s Dormitory.
External entrance door and frame – sound condition, paint poor. Opening light to door – good, complete with
stay and peg. Door complete with latch, catch, hasp, staple and padlock.
Floor – wood, sound. (The ground outside is above floor level. The only air grate is in the Annexe. This may lead
to rot in the floor).
Walls – TG and V jointed matchboarding to 4ft from floor – paint green, poor. Plaster above matchboarding –
very old, rough and cracked, distempered cream, poor.
Fireplace – old red brick, poor, plaster round, bad.
No ceiling, open to rafters and felt under slates. The roof timbers are sound. There is a small leak down the
chimney stack on the West wall. (YHA are having this repaired).
Window – sound, but new cement bands and sill required to make weather proof.
ROOM AT CENTRE OF MAIN BLOCK (complete with latch, catch, lock & key, hasp, staple and padlock)
At present used as Common Room.
External entrance door and frame – sound condition, paint poor. The external wood lintel over is cracked and
rotten. Door to Annexe Kitchen – sound condition, unpainted.
Floor – wood, sound apart from small patch at entrance.
(There is only one air grate to this floor – this is in the Annexe. This may lead to rot in the floor).
Walls – TG & V jointed matchboarding to 4 ft from floor, matchboarding sound, paint fair.. Plaster above
matchboarding – very old, rough and cracked, distemper cream, poor.
Fireplace – old red brick, poor condition. No ceiling, open to rafters and felt under slates. Roof timbers are
sound. Window – top horizontal glazing bar rotten, new cement bands and sill required.
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ROOM AT WEST END, MAIN BLOCK
At present used as Men’s Dormitory.
External entrance door and frame – sound condition, paint poor, complete with latch, catch, hasp, staple and
padlock, and key.
Floor – wood, sound condition. (There is only one air grate to this floor. This is in the Annexe. This may lead to
rot in the floor).
Walls – plastered, old, rough and cracked. A piece 2 ft sq has broken away on the West wall, near the door.
No ceiling – open to rafters which have been covered on the underside with plasterboard. The plasterboard is
rough finished, the joints open and unskimmed.
Window – sound, but new cement bands and sill required.
ANNEXE AT REAR OF MAIN BLOCK
Floor – wood rotting away, in very poor condition (there is no ventilation under this floor).
Walls – unlined. The vertical wood posts and horizontal wood weatherboards are creosoted – these are rotten.
No ceiling – open to underside of T&G boards of roof. These are rotten at the eaves line and in patches over the
whole roof.
Rooflight – metal framed, sound but unpainted.
The plate spiked to the wall to carry to the edge of the lean-to roof is pulling away.
Sink – enamelled metal, leaks at waste outlet. Cold supply and tap only.
Windows – 2 metal windows, sound but paint poor.
GENERALLY
The building is clean and tidy and, with the exception of the Annexe, sound and watertight. The Annexe is really
beyond repair.
Agreed as a true record
For Forestry Commission... (signed) Mr [?] J Raven, for Conservation NE (E) 3/10/1949
For Youth Hostels Association… (signed) TW Thompson 1/10/1949

After the War, YHA was keen to put its tenancy on a more reliable footing. An example was a ten-year letting from
1st January 1950 from the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. It is still held leasehold.
In 2013 long-serving YHA warden and volunteer Joan Chapman recalled life and conditions at Black Sail in 1952:
I was warden there from mid-August 1952 until the end of the season at the end of October that year. I went
there as travelling relief warden for the Lakes having been called from acting as assistant holiday relief at
Longthwaite when the then warden just walked out, ’cos he had tooth-ache! I stayed on until the end of
November, digging out Haystacks to make room for the [new] extension. While I was there, I used to give the
two heaviest men digging as their duties – two wheelbarrows each from the back to the front, then I carried on
after the hostel closed. My appointment was confirmed at the September Council meeting. The next season
Honister became vacant, and I was persuaded to apply for that – everyone thought it was a much safer place for a
single young woman than Black Sail! (Incidentally, I reckoned they were wrong – at the Hut, anyone was too
tired to be a nuisance by the time they got there, but at Honister you are on a main-ish road, and I defy anyone to
pass without looking in!)
While I was at Black Sail, the warden’s kitchen was a long wooden lean-to, and one kept the bread at one end
and the paraffin at the other – and never the twain should meet!!! There was no self-cooking, and the warden
slept in the common room on the storage boxes. Shopping day was Thursday, when one got down to
Gillerthwaite as soon as one could (I had my bike there) and went to Whitehaven with the warden from there in
his 4-wheel drive vehicle. When we got back, he signed in his members while his wife cooked their supper, and I
belted back up the valley to sign my members in. After supper, Stan (Gillerthwaite warden) brought my shopping
up to me. Officially, he only brought it as far as the bin which was at the bottom of the Scarth Gap track, and I
should have got members to carry it up for me – but actually, he risked his vehicle (the last bit of ‘road’ was, and
is, atrocious) and never failed to get right up.
Incidentally, there were no wash rooms at BS then – the girls had a basin in their dormitory, and the men had the
stream outside! Harry and I manufactured a hot water system of a sort from old bed-irons and a double burner
Beatrice stove, and I managed to give the girls a jug of hot water each in the evening, and the men got theirs to
shave with in the morning! Before we made the hot water system, water was heated in a huge kettle on the fire,
and one could hardly see the fire! Once a week I went over to Honister for a bath – sometimes I had THREE
baths if it was raining – one going, one there and one coming back!

In the same year teacher Mary Jephcott noted that she and her schoolgirl charges washed in the stream.
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Anonymous snapshots from about 1950. The early colour photograph is a rarity (YHA Archive)

In 1954 the International Sub Committee arranged for an international work party to help in excavating at the rear
of the hostel to accommodate the new Annexe that would give improved facilities to both the warden and members.
Lakeland Region minutes recorded that all planning consents were in place by July 1954;
the work was for completion in spring 1955, with reopening at Whitsun, though
meanwhile the contractors were complaining of the difficulties in getting materials up the
valley. The improvements divided the Annexe space into three – small member’s kitchen,
warden’s kitchen and warden’s room, with toilets added at the end of the block. Other improvements such as the
division of the men’s dormitory into two and the provision of a shower seem to have come later.
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Warden’s transport, after the horse era (photographs and texts from the Geograph website).
1 (1972 photograph): the vehicle is the warden's Austin A35 van – all other visitors arrived on foot! In the evening, the
renowned fell runner Joss Naylor popped in for a chat, as he knew the warden who was himself a runner. Ten days later, Joss
achieved a 63-peak circuit of the Lakeland peaks within 24 hours, a record that stood until he raised it to 72 peaks in 1975.
© Copyright Jim Barton and licensed for reuse under this Creative Commons Licence;
2 (2013 photograph, shortly before closure for refurbishment): this is as remote as it gets when it comes to hostels in England.
Formerly a shepherd’s bothy, the nearest public access by road is at Wasdale Head, from where it is a two and a half mile walk
over a mountain pass, the Black Sail Pass which passes between Looking Stead and Kirk Fell. Kirk Fell is seen here on the right
with Green Gable and Great Gable on the left.
© Copyright Peter and licensed for reuse under this Creative Commons Licence.
One wonders how the tiny wheels of the little A35 coped with the stony track up from Ennerdale hostel.
The Land Rover is a much tougher beast. It is allowed access to the valley on a strictly limited basis.
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When preparing notes for the Cumbria Magazine, February 1975, J Richards, YHA Deputy Regional Officer,
enthused:
Here beyond the upper limits of the conifers and beneath the steep north face of Great Gable is situated a hostel
with more atmosphere per square inch than any other in England and Wales. It is, of course, Black Sail hut.
Several features blend together to give it its unique character. Every person who stays there will carry away their
own personal memories of what they consider makes up the atmosphere of the hut, whether it is the isolation,
the nostalgic oil lamps, the beam on which one places ones boots, or even the warden’s home made bread.
The hostel is rightfully considered to be one of the prestige hostels in Lakeland; any necessary improvements are
carefully considered and planned so as not to interfere with the unique character of the hut, and we are sure that
for many years to come the words Black Sail will continue to provide poignant memories of the very essence of
the true spirit of hostelling.

Inveterate hosteller and rough-stuff cyclist Ron Sant photographed Black Sail youth hostel in 1978 (author’s collection)

The left side dormitory was split into two smaller rooms during 1993. Four years later the installation of solar panels
and a small single wind turbine provided power for a cellular phone and a fax machine; spare electricity was used to
run small appliances in the hostel kitchen. Money came from the Chris Brasher Trust, the Alan Gardner Fund and a
fundraising campaign by Local Groups, as well as from YHA. Over the 1997-98 winter period, bookings for Black
Sail were handled (rather improbably) at Alston hostel.
In 2013 Black Sail underwent alterations in keeping with the Wild Ennerdale project. Start on the work was delayed
from the beginning to the end of the season, the hostel closing on 28th August 2013 and reopening on 21st
October. The project was supported by the Rural Development Programme for England, with Defra the managing
authority. It was part financed by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development.
Accordingly, YHA ran this website message:
The former shepherd’s bothy, which became a Youth Hostel in 1933, has remained unaltered for many years.
The investment will not only weather-proof the building but also see reduced running costs through new energy
saving measures and energy generation on site ensuring its future environmental and financial sustainability.
Improvements at YHA Black Sail will include:
• Replacement of an existing extension which will accommodate new battery storage, wood store and cycle
storage.
• New oak framed, double glazed windows will reduce heat loss.
• Re-roofing of the original building in slate, with flat roof areas having a new green roof replacing mineral felt.
All areas of the roof will have thermal insulation added.
• Installation of sun pipes to allow natural light into some of the darker areas of the building
• Renewable energy will be generated on site with roof mounted photovoltaic panels. Hot water will be
generated with solar panels and a new wood burning stove will provide heat and hot water.
• Electricity use will reduce with the installation of LED lighting
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• Water will be conserved with the introduction of aerated taps, dual flush toilets and percussion valves on
showers
Additionally, the hostel will be rewired and have new plumbing systems and fire alarm systems installed. There
will also be improved ventilation and drainage works. YHA Black Sail will be redecorated internally and
equipment replaced where needed.

Lonely exterior and crowded interior – both famously recognisable, as are the boots drying on the beam.
The left hand view shows the post-1953 annexe to the rear. This extension housed three main areas – the warden’s room,
the warden’s kitchen and the members’ kitchen – and toilets and a shower. The extra door was later punched into the
apex wall to allow the extra flexibility of two very small 4-bed dormitories made out of one small 8-bed one –
photographs by permission of Teesside YHA member Colin Schorah, June 2008 (YHA Archive)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1933-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
W: wartime closure; *: 17 month period
+: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
…
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1932

1933

1934

1935

1936
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1938

1939

…

…

1694

1973

2137

2221

2516

2343

1969

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944
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1947

1948

1949

2026

1693

2073

1741

W

302

946

1906

2501

2025

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

2783

2341

2247

2058

1960

1422

1991

2333

2326

2329

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

2420

2338

2226

2224

2292

2378

1998

2158

2045

1982

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

2164

2246

2164

2392

2505

2507

2399

2608

2674

2722

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

2739

2833

2830

3032

2964

2814

2738

2307

2117

2060

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2196

2370

1934*

1874

1931

1690

1543

1820

1715

2149

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2307

1661

2822

3275

3135

2781

2811

2775

2774

2712

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2568

3540+

3181+

2723+

3458+

3606+

3344+

3012+

3111+

2967+
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YHA publicity images of the fully refurbished iconic Black Sail Hut, 2013 (YHA Archive)
© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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